
Spiced Baba Ganoush

Baba Ganoush is a rich, smoky and moreish aubergine-based dip which 
actually originated in the Levant, but is hugely popular in Iraq. Decorate with 
pomegranate and olive oil and use bread to dip - this is great as an 
accompaniment with hot dishes such as lamb, falafel or bourek, but it’s also a 
perfect side dish to have at your very own Iraqi barbecue! 

3 medium aubergines
1 lemon (juiced)
2 small garlic cloves (grated)
1 tsp. ground coriander
1 tsp. ground cumin

½ tsp. chilli powder
2 tbsp. natural yoghurt
1 small pomegranate
Salt and pepper
Extra virgin olive oil

Using a sharp knife, prick each of the aubergines 8-12 times, covering all areas.

On your gas hob or BBQ, place the aubergines straight on top of the flame. (You want to 
char/burn the whole aubergine to give this dish its renowned smoky flavour.) Using tongs, turn 
the aubergine every few minutes, ensuring that the heat penetrates all sides. This process 
should take you about 15 minutes. Once charred and squishy, transfer to a sieve with a bowl 
underneath, and leave to cool. (As they cool, a smoky, syrup-like fluid should form in the bowl 
beneath. Keep this for later!)

In a large mixing bowl, grate the garlic and add 2 tbsp. of extra virgin olive oil. Add in the spices 
and set aside.

Peel the skins off the aubergines and remove the green stalk. When removing the skin - be 
patient! You want to remove all the charred parts as this can be quite bitter to eat. Once 
removed, transfer the aubergines to a chopping board and chop by hand, over and over again. 
You want there to be some texture and lumps – not 100% smooth. 

Add the aubergine pulp to the mixing bowl with the spices. Add seasoning to taste. 

Add the yoghurt and lemon juice – you should see the colour of the mixture become lighter. 
Taste again.

Add some of the smoky syrup to the mix. The more you add, the smokier it becomes – so this 
should be done to taste. 

Transfer the mix to a serving bowl, garnish with fresh pomegranate and a drizzle of olive oil.

Serve with warm bread – ideally Iraqi tanoor bread. 

Method

Ingredients
(Serves 6)



Potato Chap
“Smooth, pillow-like mashed potato stuffed with marinated lamb mince and 
parsley, dusted with breadcrumbs and shallow fried until gold and crispy – 
this is the snack of all snacks! Unique in flavour and texture, after one bite 
your guests will be hooked. (Lamb mince can be substituted for mushrooms 
for an equally tasty vegetarian option.)” – Philip Juma

Filling:

500g ground lamb mince
1 onion
2 tbsp. JUMA baharat spice (cardamom, 
cinnamon, coriander, black pepper, nutmeg, cloves)
Salt
3 tbps. chopped parsley

Potato Shell:

1kg Maris Piper potatoes
2 tbsp. corn flour
Salt
1 egg
200g breadcrumbs
1L Sunflower oil

In a pan of boiling, salted water cook the potatoes whole (with skin on!), then drain and set aside 
to cool.

For the filling:
Finely chop the onion and fry gently in 1 tbsp. of sunflower oil until translucent.  Add the lamb 
mince and turn up the heat. After 5 minutes, add the baharat, 1tsp. salt and cook until the lamb 
is coloured and any liquid has evaporated. Add the chopped parsley.  Leave to cool.

For the potato shell:
Peel the skin off the cooled potatoes and discard. Cut the potatoes into small pieces and place 
in a large bowl. Add the cornflour, salt and egg and mix with your hands. Using a potato masher 
or ricer, smooth the mash – don’t use a food processor!

With moist hands, take a ball of dough and flatten in the palm of your hand. Add some of the lamb 
filling into the centre, gather the edges and close up the ball. Once all of the mixture has been 
used up, take each ball and flatten it in your palms to create a disc shape. Set aside.

Once all complete, dust with breadcrumbs and either freeze, or set in the fridge for later.

To fry, heat enough sunflower oil in a pan so it covers 2cm – you want to shallow fry the potato 
discs. On a medium heat, fry on each side for approx.. 4 minutes, until golden brown.

Drain on kitchen paper before serving. Enjoy! 

Method

Ingredients
(makes 20)



Fattoush Salad
“Granted, Fattoush is not specifically from the Iraqi region, but it is a Middle 
Eastern dish which I’ve grown up eating, and is my favourite salad of all time. 
The minty, sumac and pomegranate dressing is key to this flavoursome and 
filling dish, and I can’t wait for you to try it yourself!” – Philip Juma

1 large cos lettuce
1 bunch of radishes
1 yellow pepper
200g cherry tomatoes
1 cucumber
2 bunches of spring onions
Small bunch of fresh parsley
Small bunch of fresh mint

1 tbsp. dry mint
2 tbsp. sumac
2 tbsp. pomegranate molasses
3 tsp. white wine vinegar
10 tbsp. extra virgin olive oil
2-3 pieces of pitta bread (optional)
Sunflower oil  

For the salad:
After washing all of your vegetables, chop the cos lettuce into 2-inch pieces and soak in salted 
water. After putting it through a salad spinner, leave the lettuce to dry on kitchen paper. 

Heat enough sunflower oil in a pan to fry some pitta bread. Cut the pitta bread into small squares 
and fry for 4-5 minutes until golden. Drain and set aside. (Note: these can be prepared in 
advance and kept for 5 days.) 

Remove the core from the pepper and slice into strips. Slice the radishes width ways (you are 
looking for slices with a thickness of a one pence coin), and slice the cherry tomatoes in half. 
Take off the roots of the spring onions and ensure all dirt is removed before thinly slicing. (Make 
sure you slice all the way to the green ends, as they have a lot of flavour too!)

For the cucumber, slice in half lengthways. Scoop out the seeds with a spoon and chop into 
small chunks (you will probably only need ½ the cucumber, depending on its size). 

In a large bowl, mix all of the ingredients together. Season with salt and add the dried mint, 
sumac and 5-tbsp. worth of chopped parsley. Finally, add enough fresh mint leaves to cover the 
surface of the salad. 

For the dressing:
In a bowl, use a fork to mix together the white wine vinegar, pomegranate molasses and half of 
the olive oil. Add the remaining olive oil, slowly tasting as you go. (You want a sweet-sour taste 
sensation that sits alongside the olive oil flavour.) 

Add most of the dressing to the salad and mix thoroughly. Taste. 
Add more dressing should you need to.

Garnish with the crispy pitta croutons and enjoy! 

Method

Ingredients
(serves 6)



Lamb Bourek
“I always craved this dish when I was younger, and I often remember being 
bitterly disappointed when there was none left to eat. Crispy on the outside 
with a fatty, spiced lamb centre – it’s so simple but it tastes amazing. For all 
the vegetarians, you can use cheese instead of meat. A combination of 
mozzarella, feta and pecorino is a great substitute.” – Philip Juma

1 packet of Au Ble d'Or filo pastry 
500g fatty lamb mince
1 bunch flat leaf parsley, finely chopped
1 large red chilli
1 onion
1 tsp. all-spice
¼ tsp. cinnamon
¼ tsp. cardamom

 ½ tsp. ground black pepper
Olive oil
Sunflower oil
1 jar of mango pickle
Salt
Damp tea towel
1 egg (beaten) & pastry brush 

Finely dice the onion and begin sweating it in a low-heat pan with a glug of olive oil. Season with 
salt after a few minutes. Once the onions are translucent, add the lamb mince to the pan. You 
will see a lot of fat being released – keep stirring so all the mince is browned.

While the lamb is browning, finely chop the chilli. Once the lamb is brown and most of the fat has 
evaporated, add the chilli and spices. Mix in and lower the heat. Allow to infuse for 3 minutes 
before adding salt to taste. (At this point, you do not want your lamb mix too wet as it will break 
the filo.)

Mix in the parsley before turning off the heat and setting the mixture aside to cool for a few 
hours. 

Once the mixture is cooled, lay the filo pastry out flat. Cut the pasty in half length ways and place 
in pile on top of the other. Cover with a damp tea towel. 

Take one rectangle shaped pastry sheet and trim off the excess so it looks like a square. Once 
done, turn the square so one corner is facing you (almost like a diamond shape). 

Take a tablespoon of cooled lamb mix and place at the bottom of the pastry sheet. Shape the mix 
horizontally before taking the bottom corner and wrapping it over the mix. Roll again, then fold 
over each side. Roll once more, which should leave you with 2 inches of filo. Brush this area with 
a beaten egg before completing the bourek by rolling it onto the egg surface so it’s sealed. You 
should have a cigar shape. Set aside on greaseproof paper. 

Once all the bourek are rolled, allow them to air-dry on some greaseproof paper. You can freeze 
any that you don’t wish to eat (they fry perfectly from frozen!).

To cook, add enough sunflower oil to pan so that the boureks are half covered. It’s important to 
shallow fry, not deep fry, as you get a more golden colour. 

Once the oil is medium heat, add the bourek. Depending on the size of your pan, only fry 4-6 at 
a time – you don’t want to overcrowd the pan. Don’t walk away, as the bourek will burn. Stay by 
your pan and be sure to keep an eye on them browning as this happens quickly. If you feel it’s 
too quick, then lower the heat. Once golden all over, drain on kitchen paper. 

Serve the bourek with the mango pickle. 

Method

Ingredients
(Makes approx. 30 

bourek)



Kubba Hamuth
“Kubba is a national treasure in Iraq. The best way to describe it is a lamb 
croquette, meatball or dumpling. This particular dish, Kubba Hamuth, is one 
that is very close to my heart. Traditionally, our family would serve this on 
special occasions. An extra-large bowl would hold more than 200 kubba 
pieces in a rich tomato sauce and we would come up and help ourselves. The 
version below, however, is more suitable for a sit down dinner party!” – Philip 
Juma 

250g beef mince (no fat)
300g lamb mince (slightly fatty)
250g ground rice 
4 white onions
JUMA baharat spice (mixed blend of coriander, 
cinnamon, cumin, and all-spice)
2 pints of lamb stock (#boilyourbones)
6 turnips
Tomato passata

Tomato puree
1 Bunch of fresh mint
Juice of 1 lemon
3 garlic cloves
Microherbs (basil or coriander) to garnish
1 tablespoon white pepper
Seasoning
1 cup of water
Extra virgin olive oil
Sunflower oil for deep frying 

For the outer shell:
In a large bowl, mix the beef mince, ground rice and white pepper with a wooden spoon to combine the 
flavours. Place this mixture in a food processor and blend for a few minutes. You will need to add a few 
splashes of water while it is blending to create a thick, glue-like consistency. Place the blended mix in a 
separate bowl. 

Using a food processor, blend one onion until very fine. Then add the lamb mince, seasoning and JUMA 
spice and blend again so all the flavours combine. Place the mix in a separate bowl.

Now take the rice/beef dough, the lamb filling and a small bowl of water and find a comfortable chair as 
this may take some time! 

With wet hands, take a small ball of the dough (slightly smaller than a golf ball) and flatten with your 
hands to form a round disc. 

Next, take the lamb mince and place a small piece in the centre of the disc and begin folding the edges 
in to encase the lamb mince filling. This can be quite fiddly, but the dough mix should be quite forgiving. 
(Any cracks can be easily rectified with wet hands.) 

Once all the dumplings are completed, freeze them, on a tray – making sure that they are not touching 
when they go into the freezer.

For the sauce:
Peel and chop 4 turnips into small cubes (ideally, half the size of the kubba). Chop the onions and garlic 
and begin frying in some olive oil in a large pot. After 5 minutes, add the tomato passata, tomato puree, 
lamb stock and turnips. Season generously and leave to simmer.

After 30 minutes, bring the sauce to a vigorous boil, add the frozen kubba, (be careful not to drop them 
in from too high up!) and stir. You will notice the sauce settling as the cold kubba has just entered – don’t 
worry, keep the heat high and stir every five minutes making sure no kubba are catching on the bottom 
of the pan. Cover the pot for 15-20 minutes. 

Peel and thinly slice the remaining 2 turnips (using a mandolin if possible). In fresh oil, fry them until 
golden brown and crisp. Drain and season with table salt immediately. 

Once the kubba has cooked, season the sauce and finish with the lemon juice. 

Before serving, blitz up the fresh mint with some olive oil to make 
a mint oil. Place the kubba on a plate with the turnips. 
Drizzle over the mint oil and garnish with a turnip crisp and 
micro basil. Enjoy! 

Method

Ingredients
(Serves 10)



Falafel
“Traditionally, in Baghdad’s street food markets, falafel would be served in 
samoon bread with tomatoes and mango pickle. For this recipe, I have added 
a light and refreshing tahini sauce – enjoy!” – Philip Juma

1 cup dried chickpeas
½ cup dried, split broad beans
1 onion (small)
4 garlic cloves
1 bunch fresh coriander
1 tbsp. mixed spice
1 tbsp. ground cumin
1 tbsp. ground coriander
½ tsp. Bicarbonate of soda

½ cup sesame seeds
2 tsp salt
Sunflower oil (for deep frying)

Tahini Dipping Sauce
3 tbsp. tahini
1 tsp. salt
1 lemon (juiced)
2 tbsp. of water

Falafel:
In separate bowls, soak the chickpeas and broad beans in water with ½ tsp bi-carbonate of 
soda in each. Leave overnight. The following day, they will have expanded in size. Drain and 
wash. 
In a mincer or food processor, blend the onion, garlic and fresh coriander. 
Add the chickpeas and broad beans, then transfer into a bowl. 
Add the ground cumin, ground coriander, salt, sesame seeds, mixed spices, bicarbonate of soda 
and a splash of water. 
Heat the sunflower oil and shape the falafel into balls using your hands or a falafel mould. Fry 
for approximately 6 minutes in 170°C oil (making sure to be very careful around the hot oil!) 
Drain on kitchen paper. 

Tahini Dipping Sauce:
Whisk the tahini and water, before slowly adding the lemon juice which will turn the tahini 
white. Add in salt to taste. You are looking for a soft texture – not too thick and not too runny. 

Method

Ingredients



Quozi
“This is one of Iraq’s most grand, entertaining and delicious dishes. I have 
memories of attending Iraqi weddings and seeing rows of whole lambs lined 
up on mountains of rice with the smells of cardamom, cinnamon and toasted 
almonds filling the room. For this recipe, I have scaled it down slightly to half 
a lamb.” – Philip Juma 

Half a lamb
5kg of basmati rice
3 onions
4 carrots
5 sprigs of thyme
4 bay leaves
1 orange (halved)
12 cloves peeled whole
2 tbsp. cardamom
2 tbsp. cinnamon
4 tbsp. quozi spice mix 
(available in Middle Eastern shops)

2 Cinnamon stick
8 cardamom pods
1 tbsp. all spice 
3 tbsp. pomegranate molasses
3 tbsp. sunflower oil
30g melted butter
3 cups of flaked almonds
3 cups of cashew nuts
2 cups of pine nuts
4 cups of sultanas
Garnish microherbs 
(red amarynth, micro coriander)

Preheat the oven to 220°C and soak the 5kg of rice in water

Wash the lamb thoroughly. After patting it dry, brush it with melted butter so that it’s coated, 
then season with salt, pepper and half of the spice mixture.

In a large roasting tray, lay the onions, carrots, garlic cloves, bay leaves, thyme, 1 cinnamon 
stick, 4 cardamom pods, a splash of olive oil and ½ a cup of water. Place the lamb on top and 
place in the over.

Roast for 20 minutes before covering with tin foil and lowering the temperature to 165°C. Roast 
for 4-5 hours, basting every hour. (If the liquid is evaporating, add water to the roasting tray 
for moisture). 

After 3 hours, drain 75% of the liquid and set aside for the rice. Roast for another hour. 
(Depending on how you like your lamb, keep an eye on its colour and how easily it falls off the 
bone. Once happy, set aside to rest for 30 minutes). 

For the rice:
In a large pan, heat the sunflower oil and lightly fry the cinnamon stick and cardamom pods. 
Once the oil is flavoured, add the rice.

Pour in the lamb juices set aside earlier, and then use water to cover the rice by ½ an inch. 
(You should have roughly 50/50 ratio of lamb juice to water). 

Add the remaining spices, pomegranate molasses and a generous amount of salt and stir 
gently to ensure that each grain is covered in the spice stock. Cover with a tight lid and place 
on a medium heat. After 25 minutes, check if the rice has absorbed the liquid. If so, stir the 
rice so that it’s puffed and steam, and then turn off the heat – but leave the lid on. 

Meanwhile, toast the pine nuts in a pan – keeping them moving so that they don’t burn. Once 
golden, add the cashew nuts, 
almonds and sultanas. Add half to the rice and stir in.

Pour the rice on to a large tray, and place the lamb
on top. The smells should be phenomenal! 

Garnish with the rest of the nuts and sultanas, 
as well as the microherbs, serve and enjoy! 

Method

Ingredients
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